The Great Gatsby Chapter Two Quiz
1. Nick describes the land that lies in between the Eggs and New York City as a _______________
_____ ___________________.
2. In this place, _______________ takes the shape of men and buildings.
3. Above this land are the eyes of __________ _____ _____ ___________________________, or
rather, a billboard left from a “wild wag of an oculist.”
4. Nick is traveling to the city with _________________, who insists on stopping in this place to
show Nick his mistress.
5. Tom’s mistress is the wife of an auto mechanic named __________________ ___________________.
6. The mistress’s husband is described as __________________, and both Tom and
________________, treat him poorly.
7. _________________ wants _________________ to go into the City, so they can spend time
together.
8. George is ignorant. He thinks Myrtle goes to the city to visit ____________________________
____________.
9. The mistress, Tom, and Nick sit in different cars on the train, but as soon as they get to the
City, _____________________ begins buying things and asks Tom to buy her a ________________.
10. As the three go to Myrtle and Tom’s apartment, ________________ tries to leave, feeling
like a third wheel.
11. At the apartment, Myrtle decides to throw a party and invites her sister,
_________________________, and the ____________________________.
12. At this party, Nick reveals that this was only the ___________________ time he’s been drunk
in his life.
13. Nick mentions that he lives next door to Gatsby, and Myrtle’s sister claims she heard a
rumor that he’s related to ____________________ ___________________ of Germany.
14. Myrtle’s sister tells Nick that Myrtle and Tom both hate their spouses and that the only
reason why Tom can’t divorce Daisy is because she’s _________________________.
15. Myrtle then recalls how disappointed she was when she found out her husband
_________________ a suit for his wedding day.
16. We learn that Myrtle and Tom met on the ___________________.
17. Tom tells Myrtle to stop saying Daisy’s name. Myrtle, refuses, repeating “Daisy, Daisy, Daisy,”
and then Tom ________________________________________________.
18. Nick leaves the party with _______ ___________________ and there is a weird moment in the
elevator. Next thing Nick remembers is waiting, half asleep, for the 4 a.m. train home.

The Great Gatsby Chapter Three Quiz
1. Nick describes the elaborate parties Gatsby throws most nights throughout the summer,
claiming that men and women came and went like _______________. Most guests never met
Gatsby, and were not invited – they just showed up.
2. People at Gatsby’s parties conducted themselves with behavior often found at
______________________ ___________________.
3. A chauffer delivered Nick an _________________ to Gatsby’s party.
4. Lots of rumors about Gatsby circulate during the party, including one that he _________________
a man once and that he was a __________________ in the war.
5. At the party, Nick runs into __________________.
6. The two wander into the library where they and meet ________________ _________________,
who is in awe that all the books are real. The man in the library has been in there for a week,
trying to get ________________.
7. Outside, Nick meets an unknown man and they talk about having been in the ____________.
8. The mysterious man is ___________________. He leaves to take an important phone call, and
later sends his butler to get ___________________ for a private talk.
9. _________________ comes back from the conversation with Gatsby and she taunts Nick
about the exciting information she just learned. She then tells Nick to come and visit her.
10. Gatsby says goodnight to Nick, calling him an ________________ ________________. The
two have plans to go up in Gatsby’s hydroplane tomorrow.
11. Nick sees that a car leaving the driveway has hit a wall and lost a wheel. At first, it appears
the driver is ______________ _____________.
12. Later on in the summer, ___________________ and ___________________ start spending time
together.
13. When Jordan lies about leaving the top down in a borrowed convertible, Nick is
reminded about the “story” he was trying to remember about Jordan: she ________________ in
a professional golf tournament once.
14. Nick dismisses this by saying, “ _____________________ in a woman is something you never
blame deeply.”
15. Jordan and Nick have a conversation about driving, and Nick tells her to be careful,
but Jordan says it’s fine, as long as other people are careful drivers. She says, “I hate
_______________________ people. That’s why I like you.”
16. Nick realizes he needs to break things off with a girl back home in the Midwest and shares
that his cardinal virtue is that he is one of the most _________________________ people he’s
ever met.

The Great Gatsby Chapter Four Quiz
1. More people are discussing Gatsby’s background. One woman claims he is a
________________________, while another said he killed a man who had found out that he was
nephew to Von Hindenburg.
2. Nick describes all of the people who came to ___________________’s party on July 5, 1922.
3. Gatsby comes to get Nick for lunch in his car, a ____________________ Rolls Royce.
4. During the drive to the City, Gatsby explains to Nick his own personal history. He claims to be
the son of wealthy Midwesterners, but that his family has since ________________.
5. Gatsby also claims to be educated at ______________________ in England, and shows him a
picture from his school days.
6. When Nick asks Gatsby where he’s from in the Midwest, Gatsby says he’s from ________
___________________________. He also talks about the war and shows Nick a medal that says
“Major Jay Gatsby,” given to him by the people of Montenegro for “Valor Extraordinary.”
7. Gatsby then explains that he wants Nick to talk with ________________ about something.
8. Once they get to the city, Gatsby introduces Nick to his business partner, ____________
_____________________, who has cufflinks made of human molars.
9. Gatsby’s business partner fixed the _______________ _________________ of 1919.
10. Nick then sees ______________ across the room, and turns to introduce Gatsby, but Gatsby
has _____________________.
11. Jordan later tells Nick the story of how Gatsby and ________________ met in October 1917.
Jordan herself saw them together; ______________ was eighteen and the darling of high society,
and ______________ was a young officer head-over-heels in love with her.
12. Daisy’s family, meanwhile, had prevented Daisy from going to say good-bye to this solider.
By June of 1919, Daisy was married to _______________, who gave her ________________ as a
wedding gift worth $350,000.
13. Jordan saw Daisy the night before her wedding, and she was ___________________. She was
waving a letter about in the air and saying she’s “chang’ her mine!” The following April, however,
Daisy had given birth to their daughter.
14. Six weeks ago, when Daisy first heard of ___________________ again, she started asking
questions and realized it was the man she once loved.
15. Jordan then explains to Nick that Gatsby only bought his house so he would be near
_____________.
16. Gatsby wants _______________ to invite Daisy over for _____________ and then have Gatsby
casually drop by.
17. By the end of the chapter, Nick and ________________’s relationship has deepened.

